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AVP

The Tale of Three Schools

has had a chance to be an experiment in three Philadelphia
schools during the past couple of years. This issue of The
Transformer focuses on the experiences and what was learned

in the process.
First, you will read about The Memphis Street Story of turning around a
failed school, September 2012 to 2013, starting with a Basic Workshop for all staff
and administrators, followed by Advanced Workshop sessions on six Saturdays
for faculty and administrators. This was the school featured in the Atlantic
Monthly.
After the success in reducing violence at the Memphis Street Academy last
year, the American Paradigm Charter School asked AVP-Philadelphia to train
teachers and students
in two of their high
schools (Tacony
Academy and First
Philadelphia) at
the beginning of
the school year.
Teachers completed
Basic and Training
for Facilitators
Workshops in
August, and 450
students experienced
AVP from
September 9 to 12, 2014. There were 27 workshops, with 70 outside facilitators
working with 40 teachers to accomplish this. Volunteers came from California,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Vermont, Virgin Islands, Washington, Washington, DC and Northern Nigeria.
The purpose was not to “turn around the school” but rather to develop
students as “ambassadors of peace,” taking into their homes and neighborhoods
their skills as agents for peaceful
change. An enthusiastic plan was
developed, seeking to apply the
Memphis Street model: empower the
teachers first. Over the summer, the
teachers would experience the Basic
as participants. Then, they and AVP
teams, would offer 27 Basic Workshops

and Training for Facilitators Workshops
experienced facilitators, together in
to students in the 9th through 12th grades.
It was a rocky road. Although
the schools made a remarkable
commitment at the administrative level, neither the teachers nor the students were “volunteers.” Teachers were called in
from their vacations. Some of the teachers completed the Basic, and some of them completed the Training for Facilitators
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Three Schools...

just days before school opened. Team
building happened at the last minute
or not at all. We had hoped the firstdraft Basic Workshop agenda would
be seasoned by each team. It was a
whirlwind experience--sometimes
profound, other times challenging and
even chaotic, but never boring. This
workshop was unlike a usual AVP
workshop because the school made it
part of the curriculum, so it was not
a completely volunteer experience.
Facilitators and students had a mixed
reaction to this component of the
workshop. Nonetheless, experienced
facilitators came from all over. They
held debriefing sessions each evening to
share experiences and give ideas about
what worked and didn’t work.
At the end of the workshop,
participants and facilitators were
asked to provide feedback about their
experience. Three hundred ninetyseven students responded. Forty-two
		
per cent responded positively to the
Graphic Design: Four Winds Graphics idea of going forward with AVP, either
through further training or in an afterQuestions and address changes:
school club. Considering the challenges
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faced by all, this was a very good result.
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a refocus on bringing AVP to schools.
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originally designed for youth.”
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A teacher tells her side
of AVP and Memphis
Street

I had some extra time to write down
my thoughts. Thank goodness for two
days of instruction next week!!
AVP has been very beneficial in my
homeroom. It not only offers the
students opportunities to reflect on
their behavior and resolve conflicts
more positively, but it has given
me an opportunity to develop close
relationships with my students. Often,
the need to teach as much as possible
supersedes the time I wish I had to
talk with my students; however, AVP
has given me and the students much
needed bonding time to develop
positive relationships within the
classroom. Because they are heard by
me as well as fellow students, they
are less likely to seek that attention in
negative ways. Furthermore, during a
time in their development when they
are increasingly judgmental about
outward appearances, AVP has helped
the students reach for what is good
in one another and think critically
about their perceptions of others. As a
result, there is less conflict as well as
less resistance to my position in the
classroom. In addition, my students
are much more receptive to being
corrected, and they are proactive when
disruptions occur in the classroom.
My only wish, as a middle school
teacher, is that we could have an AVP
workshop with my other three classes.
Teacher at Memphis Street Academy
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Turning Around a Troubled Middle School: An AVP Intervention at the
Memphis Street Academy

News Headline Story: May 2013
n American Paradigm Charter School in Philadelphia had been awarded the contract for the former John Paul
Jones Middle School which had been closed by the School District of Philadelphia in June 2012 due to excessive
student violence and abysmal reading scores. The incidence of weapons, drugs, assaults, rape and consensual sex were
at a disturbing all-time high. One year later, the occurrences dropped dramatically! The same
students, same parents, same neighborhood...
How did it happen?
The Memphis Street Academy Story
In August 2012, the school was being painted and refurbished. A totally new staff was hired.
The bars on the windows and the metal detectors were removed against the advice of the local
police precinct. “Engagement coaches” replaced armed security guards. These were courageous
and visionary actions for this newly-named Memphis Street Academy. Stacey Cruise, CEO of
the American Paradigm School, contacted the local AVP chapter, saying: “Something more is
needed. Can you bring AVP to the students?”
“Sorry, we are not prepared to work with the students, but we would like to empower the
adults,” answered the local AVP chapter. In short order, a call went out and 20 AVP facilitators
from Pennsylvania and neighboring states volunteered to lead AVP Basic Workshops for the entire staff on September 5–7,
2012, prior to the opening of the school year.
The primary intention was to create community. Support personnel, maintenance workers, professional staff and all
administrators were participants in the workshops. They were all new to the school and to each other. Thirty per cent
of the teachers were first-time teachers. They faced the challenge of the school’s opening the following Monday. The
hallways were a job site of scaffolding and plaster dust; workers were installing new lockers; the new desks were in boxes.
Twenty facilitators arrived in the cafeteria on a Wednesday morning and, after a hearty welcome and counting off by six,
facilitators and school staff headed to the six available rooms. Most of the facilitators had had a chance to meet each other
and brainstorm a workshop agenda the previous day or through email.
School staff came expecting in-service sessions. On the first day, the workshop evaluations were very mixed: “Do you
have any handouts?” “Pick up the pace!” “I have to get my classroom ready.” On the second day, the evaluations were
similar though they appreciated the adjustments we made. On the third day, with the role plays, the change in atmosphere
improved a great deal. In the end, the averaged rating of the workshops, on a ten-point scale, was 9.3 (an “A”).
Participants left with a sense of connection--the beginning of a sense of community--with their workshop companions.
A number of teachers immediately used the experiences from the workshop in their classrooms, including listening and
observation skills, trust-building activities and making decisions together.
After the workshops, a number of facilitators committed to follow up with teachers and administrators during the year. A
significant number of participants indicated interest in Advanced AVP Workshops and becoming facilitators. Six advancedlevel AVP sessions were offered on Saturday mornings to interested teachers and administrators. Teachers came on their
day off, without remuneration, after a demanding week. Attendance did drop over the course of the year. Those who
attended four of the five-hour sessions received an Advanced AVP Certificate; others received a Letter of Appreciation.
How to Explain the Results
The School District of Philadelphia reported the following data on serious incidents for the last year of the John Paul
Jones School, compared to the first year of Memphis Street Academy:
John Paul Jones School, September 2011-February 2012, had 138 serious incidents.
Memphis Street Academy, September 2012-February 2013, had 15 serious incidents .
The school had become a place of learning. AVP played a critical part in the intervention without ever meeting a student.
The school was blessed with innovative leadership, a considerable investment in the physical plant and, most importantly,
an educational philosophy which valued creating community, caring for one another and the potential of each person. A
novel approach was focusing on the adults first.
Lessons Learned
This was a unique opportunity—the start-up of a new school, the school’s agreement to include the whole staff and
administration and the response of AVP facilitators volunteering. Some of the lessons pertained to the clash of the culture
of AVP, a volunteer organization, with that of American Paradigm Charter Schools, a top-down bureaucracy. Other lessons
involved learning again what we already knew.
1. Stick with what we know: workshops for adults--a resounding success.
2. The school will likely ask AVP to work with the students. In this case, AVP found a more effective route in
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Building Caring Villages

Continued from page 3

Troubled Middle School...

working with the entire staff of the organization. Bringing AVP to students
can mean that students experience dissonance on return to the classroom where
different “community agreements” are used. AVP goes out the door with student
graduations. Bringing AVP to an institution means all who come in the door may
experience AVP practices modeled by staff, faculty, administration and students.
3. The transformation of relationships
was central: including teacher/support staff,
teacher/ administration, teacher/ teacher,
teacher/ parents and teacher/student. We
hoped a community of adults would create
respectful environments for students, ones in
which adults model respect of self and others,
cooperation, appropriate sharing of power and
creative handling of conflict.
4. Spend whatever time it takes to build community. Each workshop and
subsequent session needed to focus on building community to create a safe place
for sharing authentically and risking new behaviors.
5. The program developed peer relationships in an otherwise hierarchical
system.
6. The teachers loved visual aids. Our posters, including anger thermometers,
trees with roots and fruit and mandalas were captured on I-phone photos.
Trust the organic process. Not everyone who takes a Basic Workshop will want
to continue with the Advanced and become a facilitator. We need only a small
number of interested participants to keep the process going.
Closing Comment
This account is the story of turning around a dysfunctional school. The cost?
Modest, when volunteers are committed and receive reimbursements for only
out-of-pocket costs. Housing and food were covered mostly by area friends of
AVP. The challenge for AVP is to have the capacity to respond to more than an
occasional request. The Memphis Street Academy story is still being written.
Confident Carolyn Schodt, with help from Genuine John Knight, Realistic Ron
Barnes, Terrific Toby Riley and Idealistic Irv Friedlander

Status Today in Memphis Street Academy
(MSA)
 	 MSA staff continued to train in
AVP after we gave a Basic Workshop
to the entire staff in the Fall of 2012.
By the Fall of 2013, two teams of
Memphis Street staff facilitators,
accompanied by experienced
facilitators from the local AVP
community of volunteers, delivered
two Basic Workshops for new MSA
teachers.
The main innovation introduced to
the school was a series of 90-minute
workshops presented to scholars on
alternate Wednesday mornings. A
sample agenda was developed with
the leadership of Melinda Kellogg
(mkellogg@ap-schools.org). This
mini-workshop model was quite well

received; the students are clamoring
to have AVP every week.
Additionally, in the spirit of
AVP, after-school clubs have been
established. These clubs have carried
out several neighborhood cleanup projects and are considering
implementing a peer-mediation
program.
The potential of doing more
workshops between teachers and
parents has not been activated. Given
the presence of 12 trained facilitators
on the teaching staff, we hope this
will change. It is being held up
because of issues relating to teacher/
facilitator compensation.

Three observations by teachers in the
Memphis Street project provide useful
insight into the potential of AVP in
schools:
1. One Memphis Street teacher told of 		
being in a school where two firstgrade teachers took every opportunity
to demonstrate their dislike of
each other. They were role-			
modeling destructive behavior, as 		
the Memphis Street teacher saw it, 		
but he felt unauthorized to intervene.
He concluded that the community
spirit engendered in an AVP workshop
would have given him a context 		
in which to approach the feuding 		
teachers and advise that all teachers 		
are responsible for role-modeling a 		
mutually supportive community.
2. Another teacher strong on academics
at first expressed concern on seeing 		
the emphasis the workshop model 		
placed on character-building. After
participating in the workshop, she
stated she now could understand the 		
importance of values in presenting a 		
context for “facts.”
3. Most of the Memphis Street teachers
saw the greatest benefit of AVP to
be the bonding of the teachers. 		
Schools focus on academic content
and teaching techniques, but there 		
is no avenue devoted to building 		
community among school staff.
If one believes that “it takes a village
to raise a child,” it follows that without
attending to their internal village,
schools will have difficulty raising
children.
John Knight
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The 2014 AVP/USA National Gathering
May 23 – 26, 2014

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
www.avpusaconference.org

THEME: The New Underground Railroad
			

Rerouting the Highway from School to Prison, and Welcoming Our Returning Citizens Back Home

Michelle Alexander, author of The New Jim Crow, calls for “a new underground railroad" -- a network of
families, faith communities, and organizations dedicated to providing desperately needed support and
love to people at risk of incarceration, families with loved ones behind bars, and people returning home
from prison. AVP, born out of the civil rights movement and with our 40 years of prison-based workshop
experience, is being called to “get on board” this effort.
Come discover and share how AVP can contribute: breaking barriers; creating new relationships;
empowering youth and teachers; aligning with re-entry programs; enlisting youth and returning citizens on
every community facilitating team.
Featured Plenary Speaker: J. Jondhi Harrell. A returning citizen of 20 years incarceration,
now CEO of The Center for Returning Citizens in Philadelphia, an outspoken advocate in
Decarcerate PA, a MSW student at Temple University, and an AVP facilitator. Mr. Harrell
will share his remarkable experiences and vision as “conductor”. Look for updates at
www.AVPUSAConference.org.
LOCATION: Temple University, 1940 Dormitory,
1940 Liacouras Walk, Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA 19122

ACCOMMODATIONS: Your choice is between a single occupancy room
with a private bath, or double-occupancy room with a private bath. Linens
included. Meals starting Friday night through Sunday breakfast and
all program are also included. Please indicate roommate preferences.
Number of singles is limited.

REGISTRATION:

Register on line at www.avpusaconference.org by March 21 at our low rate of $320 for
3-day conference in a shared double with a private bath!! Email registrar@avpusa.org
for help registering. (Be sure to give your phone number so she can call you.)
All rates are per person.
Early Bird Cost (Deadline March 21)

Double/private bath $320 Single/private bath $390
Extra room and meals. Double/private bath $75 - Single/private bath $100
Regular Cost (Deadline April 21) - add $25 to each Early Bird cost
Late Cost (Deadline May 9) - add $50 to Early Bird cost
Day-trippers $60/full day; Meals are extra.
A Publication of AVP/USA

Temple is one of the most
diverse and comprehensive
universities in the U.S. An
urban institution since 1884,
with an award winning hospital
and nationally recognized
medical center, Temple has over
38,000 students worldwide.
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PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS:
The Pre-Conference Workshops on Thursday and Friday carry out the
theme of the conference, The New Underground Railroad.

Thursday May 22. 9am to 3pm.
AVP One-Day Workshop: Restorative Justice Practices and AVP.
Location: Graterford-SCI. Bus departs at 7am, returns at 4:30pm.
Facilitated by Graterford State Correctional Institution residents who have been working with
AVP and RJ for 20 years. Bus leaves Temple University 7am promptly on Thursday May 22. Outof-town registrants encouraged to check-in after 3pm on Wednesday, May 21, to assure early
departure. Security Clearance Request must be submitted by March 21; email Anne Swoyer at
swoyera@yahoo.com to begin the process ASAP.
Workshop fee = $50 plus Temple University room and board charge.

Friday May 23. 9am to 3pm.
AVP Goes to School.
Location: Temple University.
A panel of Philadelphia teachers, high school students and AVP facilitators will share their
learnings from the September 9-12, 2013 beginnings of AVP.
Workshop fee = $50 plus Temple University room and board charge.

TRANSPORTATION:

Transportation options from Philadelphia International Airport to Temple University:
Temple University is located 20 blocks from Center City Philadelphia, and easily accessed by public
transportation.
SEPTA Train (Airport train ends at Temple Campus station)
$8.00 to Temple University, no transfer needed.
Temple University Station
927 W. Berks Street (between 9th & 10th Street)
Philadelphia PA 19122
Four block walk to Temple University “1940 Dormitory”, 1940 Liacouras Walk, Phila, PA 19122
Lady Liberty Shuttle Service 215.724.8888
$21.00 the first person, $12.00 each additional person.
If we give Lady Liberty all of our business they may give us a flat $10.00 rate
Cab
$40.00 for one person, same price for four people, so only $10.00 each if four passengers.
Contact Transportation Coordinator Tom McCoy, thomasmmccoy@aol.com, 215-834-1978 for
meeting other air plane travellers at the airport and arrange for shared rides to and from the airport.
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We are looking for a few (dozen, hundred, thousand?) good facilitators…
It’s that time of year! Planning is underway for the 2014 AVP/USA Annual National Conference,
and we need YOU to help make it great! Since your insights and experiences are the heart of an
AVP national gathering, please consider sharing your ideas with others and facilitate a workshop or
dialog at the conference.
WHAT: Create a 75- or 90-minute experiential workshop to be
offered by your team of facilitators for other facilitators at the
AVP/USA Annual National Conference.
WHEN: Memorial Day weekend, May 23-26, 2014
WHERE: Temple University, Philadelphia, PA
WHO: Any facilitator planning to attend the conference is invited
to submit a proposal or team up with others. A good way to
start is to put out a call for team members on the AVP-L email list
around a subject you want to explore or recruit folks from your
region to be a part of your team.
HOW: It’s a good idea to make your breakout sessions
interactive, like an AVP workshop, and to facilitate in teams using
the AVP model. Explore your greatest challenges and triumphs
in AVP. Share creative ideas and new exercises. Or consider
a session that relates to the theme for this year: “The new
Underground Railroad: Rerouting the highway from school to
prison and welcoming returning citizens home.” We are happy
to work with you on developing participatory methods.

Submission Of Proposals/Ideas:
Email enovek@monmouth.edu or call 732988-0998 to brainstorm ideas.
Or, fill out the Proposal form below and
email or snail mail it to:
Eleanor Novek
121 Woodland Ave.
Neptune City, NJ 07753
DEADLINE for IDEAS: January 20, 2014
We want to list your workshop in the
registration materials, which will be sent out
early February to entice people to come to
the AVP/USA Conference this year.

--------- PROPOSAL/IDEA FORMAT --------__ I have a specific idea for a workshop. My topic:_____________________________________________________
__ I would like to talk with someone about an idea._____________________________________________________
__ I would like to facilitate a 45-minute Issues and Answers dialog on: ____________________________________
Contact person’s phone, email and snail mail address, please: ___________________________________________
Team members:____________________________________________________________________________________
		______________________________________________________________________________________________
		______________________________________________________________________________________________
		______________________________________________________________________________________________
NOTE: Please address inquiries regarding the gathering’s keynote programs and committee meetings to:
Carolyn Schodt, AVP Community Coordinator for Greater Philadelphia carolynschodt@lycos.com
		
Mailing address:
		
Chestnut Hill Friends Meeting
		
20 East Mermaid Lane
		
Philadelphia, PA 19118
A Publication of AVP/USA
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Distribution Service
1050 Selby Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55104 *1-888-278-7820 *e-mail: manuals@avpusa.org

Order Form - For AVP FACILITATORS Effective June 1, 2013
Core Publications
Price
============================== =====
CB Basic
10.00
CA Advanced
15.50
CT NEW Facilitators Training Manual 2013 edition 10.00
CY Youth
13.00
CO Organizing Kit
2010 edition
13.00

Spanish Manuals (Translated by PAV Mexico)
==============================

SB Basic
SA Advanced
ST Training for Facilitators

=====

Qty
====

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Total
========

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

AVP Evaluations

==============================
ED Delaware/Sloane Study
EZ New Zealand Evaluation
ER Rwanda Report

Other Items

==============================
HI HIPP Manual 4th Ed. (Published by AFSC)
AT Trauma Healing Manual (Hoover)
NEW
TA Transforming Power - AVP in Action
TP Transforming Power for Peace (Apsey)
LBr Little Book of Restorative Justice (Zehr)
Lpp Little Book of RJ for People in Prison
WS Walking Softly in an Alien World
BU Building a Home for the Heart (New)
CI Peacemaking Circles and Youth (New)

Postpaid Pamphlets

==============================

PH
BP
BY
DI
RH

Nonviolence & Community (Pendle Hill)
AVP-Overview & Background Pamphlet
AVP-USA By-Laws & Policy Guide
AVP Worldwide Contact Directory
Restorative Justice Pamphlet

Electronic Subscription @ 12.00/year:
#of years (1,2 or 3) = ____ x $12 =__________
e-mail address _______________________@______________
T-TG Share-A-Transformer Deal $20/year for all local facilitators
(You distribute: copy or e-mail. Send names, addresses, e-mails
info to AVPUSA).
$_____
T1 1 Year paper Subscription (4 Issues) 16.50 ______________
T2 2 Year paper Subscription (8 Issues) 27.50______________
T3 3 Year paper Subscription (12 Issues) 38.50______________
TI Incarcerated Inmates only: Still only $ 5.00/year _____
Note: No shipping charge for the Transformer

19.50
26.00
13.00

_____
_____
_____

__________
__________
__________

Free

_____

__________

10.00

_____

__________

21.00

_____

__________

21.00

_____

__________

13.00

_____

__________

13.00

_____

__________

13.00

_____

__________

10.00

_____

__________

10.00

_____

__________

_____
_____
_____

__________
__________
__________

These are average rates and depending upon the weight of
each item, may be slightly higher or lower than the postage
on the package. If you overpay by more than $1.00, you will
receive a credit against your next order. If you underpay by
more than $1.00, we will ask you to send in the difference.

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Please contact AVP Distribution Service for shipping costs
outside the USA or for quantities in excess of 8 manuals to
enable us to develop the most cost-effective way to ship to you.

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Visual Presentations

============================== =====
VN When you hear the word violence
NEW 15 minute AVP promotional video
VO Original Video including Belly of the Beast
63 Min. – Now available on DVD
VM Welcome to AVP – (Produced by FNVW)
28 Min - AVP Promotional DVD
VA Another Way - Produced in Australia
58 Min - ___DVD-R
VP Picture Sharing CD (190 Pictures
for use in Picture Sharing Exercise)
VL 25 to Life _DVD _stories for 6 former
NY inmates for use in youth programs.
VE 2010 Keynote – Eddie Ellis at APV/USA
Talks about first workshops in Green Haven
VC California Panel from 2011 Conference
Complete with three speakers
VC2 California Prison officials talk about AVP
Intended for sharing with local and state officials

TOTAL PUBLICATIONS ON LEFT $________
The Transformer - Quarterly Newsletter
==============================
=====

=====
3.50
6.50
2.50

=====
30.00
12.50
11.00
6.50
4.95
4.95
4.00
15.00
20.00

=====
4.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

Make checks payable to: AVP/USA
Send to: AVP/USA
Distribution Service
1050 Selby Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55104
When orders exceed $200 please consider appropriate insurance
to cover your order.

TOTAL YOUR ORDER ABOVE IN NEXT COLUMN, PLEASE.

Shipping & Handling -

____Media Mail, $ _______
____Priority Mail $ _______

Total Order =

_______

Shipping & Handling
Priority Mail - usually takes from 2 to 3 days
$6.50 for first 2 manuals/books
$12.00 for flat rate box holding:
10 Advd, Youth, Facilitator Trg or HIPP Manuals
or 15 Basic Manuals or Org. Kit.
Media Mail - usually takes from 5 to 8 days
$2.85 for first item.
$ .75 for each additional item.

Please Print Clearly

Ship by: _____Priority Mail _____Media Mail
Payment:

_____Check or Money Order
_____VISA
_____MasterCard

Card #:
________________________________Exp. Date:___/___
Name as it appears on
credit card: ______________________________
Phone #: __________________________
E-Mail: ________________________________
Ship to:
Name:______________________________________
Address:__________________________________
City: ____________________State: ____Zip_________

For Faster service, use internet—www.AVPUSA.org Click “AVP Products”, then Sign in. Or, call 888-278-7820
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Lessons Learned at Tacony in Philadelphia: A Facilitator’s Notes to Herself

Musical Martha (Baer)
hen I saw the first email from Carolyn Schodt asking for AVP facilitators in Philadelphia, I was excited at the prospect of
translating AVP into a format that would work for high school students. Indeed, it was exciting as well as more challenging
than I expected.
I co-facilitated in a classroom of 22 ninth-grade students who had been together for about a month when we arrived. Laughing
Liza, my co-facilitator, and I were blessed to work with two teachers who had been through AVP training themselves and were
“believers.”
Throughout the program there were highs and lows, lots of questioning of ourselves: what we were doing, challenges to our
principles of voluntary participation, multiple revisions of plans, exhaustion and glimmers of success.
Here are some of my reflections:
Some things I learned:
• Consider start with a Gathering rather than an Agenda Preview or lots of talking.
• Start the first several Gatherings with easy sentence stems that make it hard to pass (e.g., my favorite color). Then, do a second
		 round asking for elaboration (e.g., my favorite season and why). For the third round, use a stem that requires a little risk (e.g., I
		 know I am angry when….).
• Let the students know that some of the Light & Livelies (L&Ls) may seem silly at first, but they will be fun as we go along; it
		 helped that a teacher confirmed this.
• Students responded well to the concept of escalation of anger as a thermometer.
• “Choice,” that is, choosing between violence and non-violence, was a new but important concept for the students; don’t assume
		 they see non-violence as a viable option. Frame the “Guidelines for Transforming Power (TP)” and “I Messages” as part of a
		 “tool kit” for changing a potentially violent situation into a non-violent one.
• We changed some things based on student suggestions: for example, we used a Gathering idea they came up with: “Where I live
		 and what I like or don’t like about it”; we did charades (modified) at their request; we went outside.
• Students resent it if they think you are talking down to them. Affirm their knowledge and experience. Ask questions, don’t teach.
• Be clear in articulating to the students that practice and the ability to imagine a different future is essential to learning to do things
		 differently. Point out that sports figures do this to succeed.
Some things I would change:
• Consider changing the process for guidelines to have small groups brainstorm on “safety,” “respect,” and “good listening” with a
		 facilitator in each group. Report back and draw the guidelines from that conversation.
• Creating a “safe” environment is essential for learning; be explicit about the power of words.
• Do more with the “building blocks” of non-violence: consider having an explicit focus on a different building block each day.
• Do more with creativity: possibly getting students to write a rap or read a poem. (Ask them: “What phrases speak to you in the
		poem”?)
• Hold “A problem I solved non-violently is….” until later in the workshop.
• Focus on how they experience anger in their bodies.
• I think it would have helped to have them do the Gathering: “What I would like to get out of the workshop is….”
• Ask with the youth to come up with their own role play scenarios.
Some things I would do again:
• Consult the AVP Youth Manual. It was very helpful in simplifying directions, estimating timing and reflecting ideas for some of
		 the basic exercises.
• Divide into small groups more often. Have a facilitator work with each group.
• Present concrete examples of non-violence tools working in real life.
• Include Creative Construction: using creative materials, give out as much tape as they want.
• Tell them the first day that they will be writing an affirmation for each of their classmates at the end; it motivates them to look for
		 the positive in others.
• Make Life Beliefs a forced choice (not continuum) exercise and have facilitators/teachers join the groups to share with each other
		 why they came to the conclusion that they did.
• Use Hand-pushing as a way of showing how non-violence can throw off an aggressor. We used it after Transforming Power 		
		guidelines.
• Include skits with the teachers as the actors. We used them to illustrate TP (books in the park) and then had students identify the
		 TP tools they saw. Skits worked well for aggressive, passive and assertive, too. We could have followed it up with more 		
		 conversation about the advantages/disadvantages of each. They loved seeing the teachers “act out” with each other.
• Crossing the Line: the students had done it before and were able to handle serious topics (e.g., LGBT) by day 3.
• Charades: the teacher made this up. We started with charades to express verbs (shooting basketball) and then distributed a page of
		 picture feelings which we had worked with the day before, having them act out the feelings... An introduction to role plays later
		 that day.

W

Continued on page 10
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Status of AVP in two
High Schools

The Philadelphia high schools
Tacony and First Philadelphia
are continuing to develop their
AVP-like programs with regular
club meetings. In December,
First Philadelphia, offered its first
advanced. 28 students attended,
14 in each group, and one of
their teachers volunteered for
three days to facilitate. Two students
voluntarily withdrew.
Each school has assigned a
teacher and a meeting time for the
clubs. Tacony staff has committed to
meet with our volunteers once each
month with an eye to preparing
for the AVPUSA annual meeting in
May. Approximately, thirty teachers
in these schools have completed
Training for Facilitators in these
schools, we are hoping to mobilize
that community.

Continued from page 9

Lessons Learned...
• Just the Facts: the teacher made up a
story about a woman being followed by
two men, with a twist at the end that one
of the men was giving back some papers
she had dropped; students were quizzed on
the “facts” of the story with one question
about how the woman was feeling at
the end. A contrast was drawn between
listening in class and listening for feelings.
Students received this well.
Clearly, the talents of the teachers and
their familiarity with their students made a
huge contribution. I continue to appreciate
their remarkable dedication to their
students.
Musical Martha is a facilitator at the
Maryland Correctional Institute-Jessup
(MCI-J) and has volunteered with several
community-based AVP initiatives with
youth.

"Violent"

The words that come to my mind when I think of “violent” are destruction,
blood shed, broken family, unhappiness.
All that comes together and creates sorrow, mourning, grief, hatred for each
other and guilt for not being there to help;
but the community keeps silent while mothers cry and crunch down like a
baby and fathers are feeling less of a man for not being there when they were
supposed to be.
Yet, we still keep silent and watch each other die quietly in the storm.
As I sit and listen to the elders near at hand,
this is what they have to say:
“Back in the day, we as a neighborhood helped raise each other's children,”
but now we have mothers who are not ready to be mothers and fathers who
are not ready to be fathers, raising their children with no help because of
fear--you can’t trust anyone
nowadays--there are bad people out there.
Being brought up in a world with no rules, no respect and no boundaries
could create violence in the world I see.
I realize that life is too short; every giving day is a blessing.
The world is not violent; it is we, the people, who have become violent.
I ask myself: how can we as a community, a school, a neighborhood and as
kids of the future bring back the peace,
happiness and love that the world once had.
Although some have given up on us, others still believe in us.
We are being watched even when we don’t think we are; they are waiting to
see what we will, can and should do.
It starts with lending a helping hand, fixing a conflict without getting physical,
being friendly, getting an education and being ourselves.
This is our world, our generation, our life, our future! It starts with us; let’s
stand up for what we believe in, and let’s make a difference.
Eccentric Eve
11th Grade, Tacony High School

MORE!

For additional articles resulting from the Philadelphia experience which did
not fit into this issue, but are important for facilitators to ponder, go on line:
"AVP Workshops and Schools" by Nadine Hoover
"Disturbing Thoughts About A Possible Lacuna in AVP?” by Mary Watkins

www.avpusa.org/transformerextras.html
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ollowing the Basic Workshops in Philadelphia high schools, Genuine John Knight collected answers written by the
facilitators to 10 open-ended questions using MonkeySurvey.com
Here’s the gist of the responses received:
• Following the AVP process is absolutely necessary. When we strayed from the fundamentals, we felt the pinch.
• Make participation voluntary.
• Keep the workshop size manageable i.e., less than 20 participants. Students in a 26 person workshop complained about
boring gatherings. We adjusted by splitting into two groups for gatherings. The smaller gatherings did not last long enough
to become boring. However, the workshop lost some of its cohesiveness.
• Maximize diversity among participants. We grouped by home room rather than random selection. Tensions already present
in classroom dynamics were imported to the workshops wholesale.
• Preparation of participants is vital. Many facilitators commented that the students were expecting to be in class and were
surprised by the workshops. Facilitators were not prepared to explain AVP in appropriate detail to participants who had 		
never had heard of AVP.
• Teamwork is the heart of AVP. We assumed pick-up teams of experienced facilitators with a prototype agenda would 		
suffice. Many of the teams met for the first time on Sunday for workshops starting on Monday. Better preparation could be
achieved by forming teams having longer time for planning.
• Consider authority issues on workshop teams. We put teachers through the Basic and Training for Facilitators Workshops.
Many teachers were gung-ho for AVP. These teachers were an asset to the program. Other teachers found the AVP-style 		
facilitation to be incongruent with teaching. Teacher buy-in is essential!
• Be clear with the administration that the AVP process will be protected. We did not allow observers, but we were open to
participants as equal members who accept our confidentiality guidelines and planned to report their experience later.
• L&Ls saved the day. Expect to do many.
• When doing adjective names, a list of potential adjective names is useful for keeping the focus on practicable aspirational
attributes.
• Gathering and concentric circle questions set the workshop’s safe atmosphere. Some that worked for us:
		• How did you get to school today?
• What time did you go to bed last night?
		• What did you do in the hour before bed? • If I could invite three people to dinner, who would they be and why?
		• I know I am getting angry when ...
• Something you don’t know about me ...
• Deeper questions improved engagement.
• Adjust your presentation to feedback from the students. Ask for evaluations at the end of every session, and modify 		
future sessions to conspicuously incorporate the participants’ feedback.
• Be open to the cultural background of participants.
• Be aware of the comfort and acoustics issues in the working space. Several of our workshops were in overheated rooms
with poor acoustics. Check the spaces in advance and plan alternatives. We had to move to the cafeteria, spending some time
in hallways and on the playground.
• Schedule down and connect time for facilitators. Expect some facilitator negativity and plan for it.
• Insure lines of communication for facilitators. Most of our facilitators stayed in the same motel. We had debriefing 		
meetings for two hours each evening. We had one large meeting. Perhaps a number of smaller meetings would have worked
better.
• Snacks for the students during the workshop were helpful. In our case, teachers and facilitators provided the snacks.
• We saw many potential facilitators in the student body.
• Take care to ensure there are only positive comments on affirmation posters. For
example, one comment was: “Now I know where you live.” Also consider whether to require all affirmations to be signed.
• Students responded when asked to reflect on their experiences.
• Crossover the line exercise, presented early in the workshop, is an ice breaker.
• Boredom, in itself, has value as a topic for processing.
• “I messages” and role plays were useful, but be sure to discuss the application of these. For example, students commented
that using “I messages” with their parents during an argument might be risky.
• Self-disclosure, on appropriate topics, helped people open up.
• Bullying is a difficult but important topic to present.
• One fun exercise involved toilet paper. A facilitator passes a roll around the circle, asking each participant to take as many
sheets as they like. The gathering question was: tell us one unique thing about yourself for each sheet.

?
!

?
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Conclusion: Returning to high school was a shocking experience. Working in some schools feels like working in a coercive
environment that we as adults do not experience normally. One purpose of secondary school is to funnel adolescent energy
into socially useful endeavors. By its nature, this can be coercive. We are in a position to reduce the coerciveness of schools.
In 1991, Genuine John began his retirement by spending several years as an AVP facilitator in Jessup MD. Since then, he has
participated in occasional workshops. John has been devoted to the Philadelphia project.
A Publication of AVP/USA
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Info enclose

Time to get your group together to write an upcoming
issue of the Transformer as yours?

itment!
Summer and Fall 2014 Editions are just waiting for your comm
Prison AVP groups encouraged.
ara, CA 93130
Contact AVPUSA Transformer, P.O. Box 3294, Santa Barb
or email ediitor@AVPusa.org

New Spanish Companion Manuals

Recently completed are two new “Spanish Companion” Manuals
(Basic and Advanced). Now, they are direct Spanish mirrors of
the English manuals. Page-by-page they have exactly the same
content. That is why they were named “Companion.” To order
yours, call (888) 278-7820 or go online to:
www.avpusa.org and click on Manuals.

